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TmE CHARACTER OF PAPER 

E.A. Lowcock, University of Manchester 
******************** 

What is paper? vfuat do we know of its history and characteristics? 
Although people use paper in some form e~ch day it is rarely that 
they consciously note its particular appearance, quality or dimensions. 

By nature, it is a living material which is constRntly affected by 
hygrometric conditions for in moisture and \·Jo.rmth it expc1.nds, but 
contracts again when dry. In fact it is a continuous web of matter 
formed by deposition of vegetable, nnimal, mineral or synthetic 
fibres (sometimes with additional substances) from suspension in 
liquid vapour or gas so that fibres are intermeshed. 

Development of the Paper Industry 

A.D. 105 
A.D. 610 
A.D. 625 
8th century 
9th century 

12th & 13th 
centuries 

12th century 
13th century 
14th century 

China made paper from bamboo and rags. 
Korea 
Japan mtc.nufactured paper possibly from hemp and mulberry. 
Arab paper produced from flax and rags by Persian workmen 
Fez, Morocco. 
Valencia and Toledo, Spain (influenced by the Moors) 

Southern France 
Fnbriano, It9-ly 
Stromer, near Nuremburg, Germany (requirements previously 
supplien by Italy). 

Paper pr_£duction in England and Scotlnnd and the English American 
Colonies 

1588 

Lat_e 16th 
century 

The Sele Mill opened by J 0 hn Tate (son of a Lord Hayor of 
London) and the paper bore a watermark with an eight point 
star enclosed in a circle. 

John Spilman (or Spielman), a German jeweller to Queen 
Elizabeth, established a mill at Dartford, Kent whose water
mark 111as a fool with his cap and bells~ 

The _first paper mills in Scotland were established near 
Edinburgh und the Water of Leith. 

Late 17th and The Elglish paper industry ':Jas concentrated ~.round I.or:don 
early 18th within a ro.dius up to 60 miles of it for the city provided 
century a source of raw materials, skilled workers and a ready 

market. 
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1690-1768 The establishment of mills in the English American 
Colonies \'lhich prior to the vlar of Independence 
imported paper from Europe. Although a late starter, 
by mid- twentieth century the United States had the 
highest per capita paper consumption in the world and 
paper was Canada's prime industry. 

Watermarks first appeared in the thirteenth century on Italian papers 
being devices such as crosses, circles, triangles or such simple forms 
(Oriental papers had be:.n devoid of such embellishments). By the ' 
fourteenth century they were compulsory in Frenct industry,and by 
the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries the marks above the manu
facturer's initials; royal arms or city arms \,ere depicted on English 
and German papers in the sevente~nth century. Early we.termarks are 
repl~ted to have been of an ecclesiastical or biblical design (e.g. the 
Paschal Lamb, the Holy Grail, a cardinal's hat) but today fine papers 
usually display the manufacturer's name or particuk~ mark. Their 
presence is an asset in detecting forgeries, drawings and paintings 
for the paper can be subjected to a light test to reveal the trade-mark 
of the paper manufacturer. 

The Industrial Revolution touched the industry in 1799 with the invention 
of the paper-making machine but t9 keep up the necessary supply of raw 
materia~plywood, straw, es~~rto grass and wastepaper were used to 
supplement insufficient supplies of rags which had previously been the 
sole basis of the material. Paper ma.de from wood fibre yellows and 
crumbles after some years but not so rag paper, therefore this is used 
for fine editions, archives or ony documents required for preservation. 
Handmade pD.pcrs are recognized by their uncut irregular edges· and being 
sturdy the material accepts \'later well whilst colour laid thc::reon possesses 
a bright appearance. If one looks at paper under a microscope it appears 
as a felted, web-like mass of interlaced fibres (the~~ have afile-like 
action providing the graphic results). 

The manufacturing pro. cess comn;ences \'/hen a mill procures its ra\'1 
materials for the linen rags are boiled, shrr:.1ded and beaten thus 
separatj ng to form a smooth-flowing pulp \vhich is run over, a fine screen 
in a thin layer, then dried and pressed. The desired smoothness of 
surface is obtained through ~~ssing the papcr through a stqck of highly 
polished rollers·; cold-pressed paper has an open texture suitable for 
watercolour painting but hot-pressed is used for drawing purposes. All 
papers(except blotter or filter papers) are sized with gelatin or hide 
glues but if too much s:..ze is applied to 'tlatercolour papers it gives 
irr·~gular nnd spotty results whilst too little provides dull or sunken 
effects. 

I have amalgamated various lists of paper tYPes to present the character
istics of common boards and papers. 



ANTIQUE 

ARr 

BANK 

BIBLF 

BLOTTING 

BOND 

BROWN 

CARTRIDGE 

CLOTH-LINED 

COVER 

DUPLEX 

DUPLICATING 

FEATHERWEIGHT 
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usually has a matt surface 

coated with China clay and an adhesive 
to obtain a smooth surface 

thin substance used for airmail letters, 
similar but not the same as tissue paper 

thin, 011aque paper permitting maximum pagas 
in a small book 

originally found in a fifteenth century 
account book as a coarse, grey, unsized 
material (sand often used as an absorbent 
prior to the nineteenth century'. 

strong but thin, used fo1 commercial 
stationery and usually watermarked 

originated in the sixteenth century and said 
in bundles 

strong, thick drawing originally made for 
packing gunpowder in muzzle loaded guns 

mutton cloth embodied in its manufacture 

thick, semi-board produced in various 
colours 

two-ply board 

absort-ent pc.tper 

used for big books 1.,ri th few pages so is 
thick, light and loosely knit 

GLAZED IMITATION thin and highly glazed paper, often used 
PARCHMENT(G.I.P) for sweet wrappings 

ILLUSTRATION BOARD heavy cardboard surfaced with drawing p~per 

INDIA thin and opaque pap~r, similar to Bible 

KRAFT strong wrapping paper,e.g. cement bags 

MACHINE-GLAZED (M.G.) highly glazed on one side only,e.g. posters 
and envel.,pes~ 

MANILA strong, lightweight board with great 
resistance to wear 

NEWSPRINT made from wood-pulp plus chemical pulp 

PAPERBOARD developed at the time of the printing 
press 

PARCHMENT imi tati·on patchment usually a dense cotton 
paper treated with sulphuric acid 



PATCHBOiARD 

PULP 

RICE 

ROSSBOARD OR 
COQUILLE BOARD 

SCRATCHBOARD 

SECTIONAL 
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layers of pap:r or paperboard with 
adhesive 

single ply board 

edible paper made from broken rice 

scratchboard with enamelled surface containing 
~ printed pattern over or embossed, can be 
inked or drawn over with black crayon or 
pencil to reveal pattern - used in America 

thin cardboard coated with chalk on one 
side, can be black inked as required and then 
white lines etched by special tools 

mathematical paper generally available 
printed in a variety of colours (with varying 
photographic powers) on cartridge, detail, 
cream-wove or tracing paper. 

SUPER-CALENDERED for printing purposes 

SuRFACE LOARD 

TISSUE 

TRACING 

TRIPLEX 

WET STRENGTH 

WRITING 

coated as art paper 

paper used in clothing trade but can be 
mada acid free for use by jewellers 

two varieties of paper, i.A. "natural" which 
is trar..slucent and fairly weak and "prepared" 
which is tougher being made translucent by 
chemical means. 

three-ply board 

e.g. fish wrappings and pape~ handkerchiefs 

for general writing purposes 

It is sometimee possible to discover fascinating techniques employed 
by early artists in the preparation of their dra·.Jing materials. 
Such methods are described by Cennino D'Andrea Connini in his 
era tsman 's handbook, "Il L:i.bro Dell' Arte", on the preparation of 
tracing paper by three different means. One could take a thin,smooth 
white paper and grease it with linseed oil; alternatively, one could 
take a piece of parchment to a parchment worker to have him scrape and 
scrape until very th~n then smear it with linseed oil, finally leaving it 
to d'!'Y for several days before use. If these attempts did not satisfy 
then one could produce tracing paper from leaf glue and fish gluebby 
soaking it in water, boiling it and straining it and placing it on a 
greased marble table. The size would then form a coated skin which could 
be wiped over with linseed oil and removed after two days for use. In 
other parts of his treatise he describes such adventures as the chemical 
means of treating papers but one wonders whether to envy him the time he 
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ust have had for.. pr~~aratiozt ~~ Qe :t.hatikrul '.f:or the skill and 
efficiency shown,. today""by the paper"•' 1:ndustry! ·: ' 

·tr:~ ' . . . 
~--!.' t n·,. _,·~-. . ; 

Anotlu~z: fac~"tr-~~.'J'&ejtifl ill!il\ll.t~~is ~ ts applicati.on for. wall
papers\ who$."e ·d~l,~t~ .·.o--t1Qlp:g_e~~ t:. o~T~r S:?~- :tJa~flllels,_ WJ. th 
that of cartography.~ Jvallpaper' ea . -tQ,Jnurop.e- in ther.twelfth 
century from the East ~·ut JiaS~ not :us-"kd ex'tensively until the sixteenth 
century •. Early English papers were usually hand-blocked but sometimes 
painted in oils; French papers were printed without a repeat on 
single sheets and surprisingly enough were used first by country 
people, the fashion remaining unaccepted by the city dweller until later; 
German papers had a design printed in outline from a oopper plate and 
improved in relief. In France, the seventeenth century saw the blossom
ing of the first wallpaper printing house to produce continuous 
patterned paper whilst in England a wallpaper factory at Battersea 
used wooden blocks. The seventeenth century witnessed a preponderance 
of flock patterns; the eighteenth century produced panoramic papers; 
the nineteenth century introduced commemorative papers and William 
Morris produced around eighty designs. From thenoe, paradoxically, tqe 
great wallpaper designs appeared to decline and fall despite the 
perfection of printing techniques. 

Yet another sl.dll demanding paper was that of Papier Mache which 
mnufactured articles from a light board from compressed waste paper. 
The art originated in the East but was later developed in France by 
Genoux in 1728 ~ 1765 there was a factory in Germany at Berlin, and 
products were made at Birminghau:a, England by 1772 - the forerunners of 
today's paper furniture, maybe'? Also introduced from the East ie the 
elaoorate.a:t-t;of· paper~f()lding knuwn as 11origatli11 and around which has 
built ;up an extensiv~, ~1.itei-atl.me on ·:the, .c~aft. Frodel used it with 
children when he initiated thte kinde~garten method of. eCl,ucation in 
Germ~ f~d the Bauhaus used ·it in the training of commercial design 
students.···' Yet"!anoi~her,..~:r~ technique is Papier Colles (the forerunner 
of Col:-,1.age) ,···'i'.e:~: th~_.fllr~~ bfzp~~~reec, ~n1 designs from all types 
of pasted papers ~;qf, \~'i.~rse mat:er3t.~ \'fj{ich_ ~ st-ucky.~:q~o sheets of 
papers (as practised. by the .CUbists)... By, mid "hineteenth century the 
paper indus"&ryfound.f\U'ther customers when Her...cy Fox Talbot successfully 
starte.d ~xperiment~ to produce a light sensitive papcr.for the photo
grapher and of course the development in the twentieth century of 
reprography has consumed vast quantities of sensitised paper. Perhaps 
however, the most recent consumer is the electroni~ computer devouring 
miles of paper tapes and punch cards. 

Paper dimensions provide a mysterious terminology all their own which 
would appear to have been designed to baffle rather than enlighten the 
user! Under the present classification used by British paper merchants 
and printers·there are between thirty and forty "mystic" names but 
even these do not always imply common standard dimensions in different 
branches of the paper industry. (Photographic papers have yet another 
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set of standard paper sizes from about 1i" x 2i" to 2011 x 2411 ). 

For purposes of weight, paper is graded by the weight of a quire of 
imperial size 2211 x 30" i.e. "thin" = 72 lbs. "intermediate" = 90 lbs; 
and heavy = 14o lbs. 

Names and approximate sizeo used in the British trade for writing, 
drawing and printing papers include the following:-

Name -
Albert 
Duke 
Duchess 
Quarto 
Foolscap 
Pott 
Pinched Post 
Crown 
Music Denzy
Copy 
Half Imrerial 
Large Post 
Itemy 
Medium 
Royal 
Super Royal 
Double Large Post 
Postal 
Imperial 
Large Imperial 
Elephant 
C-olombia. 
Double Royal . 
Index 
Double I5emy 
Atlas 
Double Elephant 
D~uble Princess 
Antiquarian 
Quad Crown 
Q11ad Demy 
Hamburg 
Eight Crown 
Emperor 

Size in inches 

6 X 4 
7 X .5i 
6 X 4i 
8 X 10 
8 X 13 
12~ X 15 
14-i X 14-i 
15 X 20 
15i X 20 
16 X 20 
16 x-23 
16i X 21 
17t X 22i 
18 X 23 
19 X 24 
19i X 27 
21 X 33 
22~ X 2~ 
22 X 30 
22 X 32 
23 X 28 

2~ X 34i 2 X 38 
2 X 3~ 
2 X 36 
26 X 34 
2~ X 4o 
28 X 44 
31 X 53 
34 X 43 
35 X 45 
40 X 60 
43 X 59 
48 X 72 

In order to overcome. these difficulties ·the Interzmtional Paper 
Sizes have been evolved by the Technical Committee of the 
International ur~anization for Standardization. Numerically, the 



A4 

A4 
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_ ___.once 

A4 
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--.-.J....----1 twice 

A4 
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_ _.______, twice 

C4 

C5 

C6 

C5/6 DL 

A5 

A5 
folded 

once 

A5 
folded 

once 

A5 
folded 

C7/6 twice 
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permutations derived by the IPS are smaller than the current 
British classification but many countries that already use these 
standards for commercial and technical work find that they greatly 
assist in electronic sorting machines; sealing art work and 
ultimately cutting down capital prP-viously tied ~p in vast ranges of 
printer's.paper stocks. The IPS are evolved round three main sizes, 
all of the same proportions and designated A,B and C. The most common 
one is A designed prlmarily for stationery and printing mstter, 
followed by B for large printed items while C plus B are used for 
envelopes. There is a constant ratio between the long an: short sides 
of the sub-divisions of the standard AO sheet which means that any 
material being prepared for one size will be in proportion to any 
other size (A, B or C) up or down. The shape of the sheets, by the 
IPS, is based on the 'golden square', long recognized by architects and 
designers. It is a rectangle with the same proportion between long and 
short sides, where a diagonal of a equare becomes the long side of a 
rectangle based on a square. 

_..., 

\ A1 
' 
' 
' 

2 
\ 

\ 

r, 3 

I \ 4 

f I 
I 

I l ' . \. 



Papers 

Symbol size in inches size in mm. 

AO 33.1 X 46.8 841 X 1189 
A1 23.4 X 33.1 594 X 841 
1J2 16.5 :'(' 23.4 420 X 594 
A3 11.7 X 16.5 297 X 420 
!.4 8.3 X 11.7 210 X 297 
A5 5.8 X 8.3 148 X .10 
A6 4.1 X 5.8 105 X 148 
t..7 2.9 X 4.1 74 X 105 

BO 39.4 X 55.7 1000 X 1414 
B1 27.8 X 39.4 707 X 1000 
B2 19.7 X 27.8 500 X 707 
B3 13.9 X 19.7 353 X 500 
B4 9.8 X 13.9 250 X 353 
B5 7.0 X 9.9 176 X 250 
B6 4.9 X 7.0 125 X 176 

Envelopes 

C3 12.7 X 18 324 X 458 
B4 9.8 X 13.9 250 X 353 
c4 9.0 X 12.6 229 X 324 
B5 7.0 X '9.9 176 X 250 
C5 6.4 X 9.0 162 X 229 
B6/C4 4o9 X 12.6 125 X 324 
B6 4.9 X 7.0 125 X 176 
c6 4.5 X 6.4 114 X 162 
C5/6 3.3 X 6.4 110 X 220 
C7 3.3 X 4.5 81 X 162 
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B,y December 1970 the Metric Revolution will be here for British 
papermakers and printers will have accepted metri~ standards for 
dimensions, paper substance, weight and printing equipmento The 
res~lts will be that a board will be quoted in grammes per sq. 
mutre i.e. based on AO size (but a ream can vary from 480 to 516 
sheets although it is usually standardized to 500 for printing grades 
and 480 for wrappings). The printing industry has put forward 
recommendations for the size of new machines; the British Standard 
Institution is exploring the problem that whilst there is not an 
international system for measuring type there may yet be a metric 
solution. 

Having commenced the article by questioning the history, nature and 
character of paper I close by wondering what the future holds for 
the paper indust~ and ancillary trades - perhaps there will be 
developments in the durability, textures and patterns printed on 
paper. 
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